Information---related measures are useful tools for multi---variable data analysis, as measures of dependence among variables, and as descriptions of order in biological and physical systems. Information---related measures, like marginal entropies, mutual / interaction / multi ---information, have been used in a number of fields including descriptions of systems complexity and biological data analysis. The mathematical relationships among these measures are therefore of significant interest. Relations between common information measures include the duality relations based on Möbius inversion on lattices. These are the direct consequence of the symmetries of the lattices of the sets of variables (subsets ordered by inclusion). While the mathematical properties and relationships among these information---related measures are of significant interest, there has been, to our knowledge, no systematic examination of the full range of relationships and no unification of this diverse range of functions into a single formalism as we do here. In this paper we define operators on functions on these lattices based on the Möbius inversion idea that map the functions into one another (Möbius operators.) We show that these operators form a simple group isomorphic to the symmetric group S3. Relations among the set of functions on the lattice are transparently expressed in terms of the operator algebra, and, applied to the information measures, can be used to derive a wide range of relationships among measures. We describe a direct relation between sums of conditional log---likelihoods and previously defined dependency measures. The algebra is naturally generalized which yields more extensive relationships. This formalism provides a fundamental unification of information---related measures, but isomorphism of all distributive lattices with the subset lattice implies broad potential application of these results.
Introduction
The description of order and disorder in systems of all kinds is fundamental.
In the physics and chemistry of condensed matter it plays a central role, but for systems with biological levels of complexity, including interactions of genes, Iteraction information is one of these. It is an entropy---based measure for multiple variables introduced by McGill in 1954 [1] . It has been used effectively in a number of developments and applications of information---based analysis [2---5] , and has several interesting properties, including symmetry under permutation of variables, like joint entropies and multi---information, though its interpretation as a form of information in the usual sense is ambiguous as it can have negative values. In previous work we have proposed complexity and dependence measures related to this quantity [6, 9] . Here we focus on elucidating the character and source of some of the mathematical properties that relate these measures, and on extending both the definitions and spectrum of relations among all these quantities. The formalism presented here can thus be viewed as a unification of a wide range of information---related measures in the sense that the relations between them are elucidated. At the two variable level multi---information, K---L divergence and interaction information are all identical, and equal to mutual information. The interaction information I(νn) for a set of n variables or attributes, νn = {X1, X2, X3… Xn}, obeys a recursion relation that parallels that for the joint entropy of sets of variables, H(νn), which is derived in turn directly from the probability chain rule:
! ! I(ν n ) = I(ν n−1 )− I(ν n−1 | X n )
where the second terms on the right are conditionals. These two information functions are known to be related by Möbius inversion [2---5] . There is an inherent duality between the marginal entropy functions and the interaction information functions based on Möbius inversion. Bell described an elegantly symmetric form of the inversion, and identified the source of this duality in the lattice associated with the variables [2] . The duality is based on the partially ordered set of variables, subsets ordered by inclusion, which corresponds to its power set lattice. We start with this symmetric inversion relation and extend it to an algebra of operators on these lattices. This paper is structured as follows. We briefly review the definitions relevant to Möbius inversion, and define the operators that map the functions on the lattice into one another, expressing the Möbius inversions as operator equations.
We then determine the products of the operators and, completing the set of operators with a lattice complement operator, we show that they form a group that is isomorphic to the symmetric group, S3. In the next section we express previous results in defining dependency and complexity measures in terms of the operator formalism, and illustrate relationships between many commonly used information measures, like total correlation or multi---information. We derive a number of new relations using the formalism, and point out the relationship between multi---information and certain maximum entropy limits. This suggests a wide range of maximum entropy criteria in the relationships inherent in the operator algebra. The next section focuses on the relations between these functions and the probability distributions underlying the symmetries. We then illustrate an operator equation relating our dependence measure to conditional log likelihood functions.
Finally, we define a generalized form of the inversion relation, which also has S3 symmetry, and show how these operators on functions can be additively decomposed in a variety of ways.
Möbius Dualities
Many applications make use of the relations among information theoretic quantities like joint entropies and interaction information that are formed by what can be called Möbius duality [2] . Restricting ourselves to functions on subset lattices, we note that a function on a subset lattice is a mapping of each of the elements subsets to the reals. The Möbius function for this poset ordered by inclusion is µ(ν,τ)=(--
where τ is a subset of ν, |τ| is the cardinality of the subset.
1a. Möbius Inversion
Consider a set of n variables or attributes, ν = {X1, X2, X3… Xn} and adopt the sign convention of [2] to define g, the dual of f for the set of variables, equal to the interaction information if f were the entropy function, H.
It can easily be shown that the symmetric relation holds,
The relations defined in equation 2(a,b) represent a symmetric form of Möbius inversion, and the functions f and g can be called Möbius duals.
A chain on a lattice between elements is the set of elements on a path such that each element is greater than the adjoining element upwards and less than the adjoining element downward (including the limiting elements). The Möbius inversion is a convolution of the Möbius function with any function defined on the lattice over all its elements (subsets) between the argument subset, τ, of the function and the empty set. This means all the elements, on all paths, between τ and the empty set (counting the elements only once). This range is sometimes called down---set of a lattice ordered by inclusion. This range is also called an ideal of the lattice. The empty set, at the limit of the range of the convolution, can be considered as the "reference element". We use the idea of a reference element in section 4 in generalizing the inversion relations. The lower limit of this convolution is the empty set. ,
Likewise, we define a Mobius up---set operator, M, for which the sum is over the lattice of supersets of τ . The upper limit of this convolution is the complete set.
Given a function, f, these equations define the functions g and h , respectively: the down---set and up---set inverses or duals of f. The sum in the expression of eqn. 3a is the same as the symmetric form of the Möbius inversion [2] : f and g in eqn. 3a are interchangable, dual with respect to the down set operator (see eqn. 2a and 2b). We call the limiting subsets reference subsets of the operators. The up---set operator is thereby referenced to the full set, the down---set operator to the empty set. where it is ambiguous we use a subscript on the operator to identify the reference set. We will need this in section 4. 
The sign change factor is added since inversion of the lattice also has the effect of 
These relationships among the functions determined by the mappings of the operators can be represented in a single diagram of the mappings among the three functions, as shown in figure 3 , where we define the composite operators, P and R. The full product table is shown in Table  1 . We now ask whether this set of relations satisfies the properties of a group: closure, identity, element inverses and associativity. It is useful to show concrete representations of such relations, and we indicate in Table 2 the 3x3 matrix representation of the group S3, with the one line notation of the operator effect, and the correspondance between the Möbius operators and the S3 representation. Table 2 . The 3X3 matrix representation of symmetric group S3 and the corresponding Möbius operators. The one---line notation shows the permutation effects on the left. Note that while the operators themselves depend on the number of variables, since they define convolutions, their relationships do not, so the group structure is independent of the number of variables in the lattice. For any number of variables the structure is the simple permutation group, S3.
Connections to the Deltas:
The symmetric deltas were defined as overall measures of dependence using the above definitions. It is useful to illustrate the three variable case to see clearly the connections with our previously proposed information measures used to measure dependence, called deltas [4] . We defined the deltas as "differential interaction information", as in equation 1:
The notation reflects the asymmetry of the deltas under variable permutation. It makes a difference which variable, Xm, is not in νm--- 1 . If the marginal entropies are identified with the function f in equation 2, and the interaction informations with g, then the differential interaction information is identified with h. For the three variable case these examples are shown using simplifed notation,
These three variable deltas are conditional interaction informations (within a sign), conditional mutual information in this case of three dimensions. They represent both dependence and complexity measures. This reflects a general relation, valid for any number of variables, as can easily be shown. Simplifying the notation we can express this relation using the Möbius operator as
The full subset on the lattice is τ U{X} and the variable X is singled out as in equations 1 and 6a. Furthermore, the convolution takes place over the set τ U{X}.
Equation 6c
, interpreted properly, provides a simple connection between the deltas and our operator algebra, expressing a key relation. In terms of lattice properties, it says that:
The Möbius up---set operator acting on the join---irreducible elements of the lattice of marginal entropies generates the conditional interaction informations, the deltas, for the full set of variables of the lattice.
Join---irreducible lattice elements are all those that cannot be expressed as the join, or union, of other elements. In this case they are the single variables. Since the deltas are differentials of the interaction information at the top of the lattice (the argument of the function is the full set), their expression in such form is interesting. Figure  4 illustrates the specific connection between the join---irreducible elements and deltas for the 4 variable lattice. Join%irreducible%% elements% A general statement of this connection is that the differential of one function on the lattice corresponds to the up---set operator on another function of the join---irreducible elements. This is a general property of the algebraic structure of the subset lattice. Written in terms of the functions related by the inversions, and using the same set notation as above, X indicating a join---irreducible element, we can state this general result as follows. If ! ! g(τ ) =mf (τ ) and X is a join---irreducible element of lattice, then
where the final term is a conditional form of the g function in which X is instantiated.
We have previously proposed the symmetric delta (the product of all variable permutations of the delta function, h) as a measure of complexity, and of collective variable dependence [6] . The symmetric delta expression, created by taking the product of the individual deltas is seen to be the product of the results of the up---set operator acting on the functions of all of the join---irreducible elements of the entropy lattice. Note also that by equation 1 both the conditional entropies and conditional interaction informations, since they correspond to the differentials, imply a path independent chain rule. Note that the product in this case is over all the join---irreducible elements only.
Note that these kinds of differential functions include more than just those keyed on the join---irreducible elements. We have used only the deltas, measures of dependency, but the general function set includes a number of others.
Symmetries reveal a wide range of new relations
There are a number of other relations implied by this system of functions and operators. Examination of equation 1 and comparision with 6c shows that delta is also related to what we can call the differential entropy. We define this quantity as
the change in the entropy of a system when we consider an additional variable. Applying the down---set operator to this quantity, we obtain
where Xn is the element that is the difference between the sets νn and νn---1. We can consider δ as an operator, but note that it does not define a convolution over elements of the lattice. If we cast δ as an operator then we note that δ and m commute. The duality between H and I implies a dual version of equation 9 as well.
If we apply other operators to the expression in equaiton 9 we find another set of relations among these marginal entropy functions. For example, this remarkable symmetry emerges.
These equations relate functions over the lattice to functions of join irreducible elements.
There are further symmetries in this set of information functions. Consider the mapping diagram of figure  3 . If we define a function which is simply the delta function with each node mapped into its set complement, that is, acted on by the lattice inversion operator, we have Φ ≡XΔ;XmΦ =XmXΔ = H
Then these functions occupy different positions in the mapping diagram as seen in figure 5 . Several other such modifications can be generated by similar operations. There are a large number of similar relations that can be generated by such
considerations.
There are other information---based measures that we can express using the operator algebra. Because it is a widely used measure for multi---variable dependence we will now examine the example of multi---information, also called "total correlation". Multi---information, Ω, is defined as the difference between the sum of the entropies of each of n variables from the set νn = { Xi } and the joint entropy of the set , H(νn) [10] . It is often used because it is always postive and goes to zero when all the variables are independent. It is a kind of conglomerate of dependencies among members of the set νn .
In terms of entropy functions on the lattice elements, Ω as expressed in this equation can be thought of as the sum of the join---irreducible elements, minus the "top element" or join of the entropy lattice. To apply the down---set operator to the terms in the equation we must remember that both terms on the right are functions of νn on the lattice, even though the first term is a sum over the members of this set.
If we calculate the convolution over the Ω function, we have
The multi---information of a single variable is 0 (realizing that Hi -Hi ). This causes a problem if we apply the down---set operator to both sides of (12b), however, as the sum of the single entropies is lost. This is simply the result of the definition of this function. It is a compound function in the sense that it is not a simple convolution, including functions at the limit of the range of the convolution, and is therefore in a different class than those functions of only the subset elements. They behave aberrantly under the Mobius operators. The application of the up---set operator to the multi---information function on the lattice gives us
In spite of this inconsistency with the definiton of the function, the set of relations in equation 12 can elucidate some of the properties of the multi---information. Formally these kinds of compound functions must, however, be excluded. A closer look at the multi---information function: if the full set is νn, how does the function on other lattice elements behave under these operators? We defer a general treatment for later, but illustrate here the connection for the 3---D case.
Consider the Ω function over the 3---cube, and note that the values of the function for all join---irreducible elements is zero. If we calculate
The first two terms on the right are the mutual informations for the indicated variables, and the righthand side is indeed ! ! Δ(X 1 , X 2 ;X 3 ) . Written in another way we have:
Relation to probability densities

4a. Conditional log Likelihoods and Deltas
Note that the differential entropy (equations 9 and 10) is the same as conditional entropy by the chain rule. Writing this in terms of the probability distributions, using the definitions of the joint entropies and the probability chain rule, gives
For simplicity of notation we define π as this expectation value. We have
From 14 we see that π is a conditional log likelihood function, which is the same as the conditional entropy, and the difference between two entropies. These relations are the consequence of the definition of entropy and the probability chain rule. By applying the down---set operator, m, to this quantity we generate some interesting relations. As seen in equations 9 and 10, the result of this operation is the delta, the conditional interaction information,
Expressing this in another way, using the group table, we have the expressions from
The expected value of the log of the probability of a given, single variable, conditioned on the other variables in the subset, can therefore be expressed simply in terms of Möbius operators acting on the entropy functions of a lattice. The major result of this section, expressed as the symmetric delta is ! ! A possible approach for finding relations predictive of a variable from the information in a data set is suggested by the above considerations. The general problem can be defined as how to determine the "best" prediction formula for the value of one variable in the set, say X1, from analysis of a data set of all variables.
We sketch the suggested approach here.
Step one in a high level description of the process, is to define the maximum degree of dependence to consider (the number of variables involved.)
Step two is to use the symmetric deltas to determine the set of variables that are dependent on one another [9] .
Step three is to find the maximum expected CLL, from the set by calculating
{ }
the expectations of the entropy differentials. Note that the specifc, expected entropy differences tend to zero as the dependence of the single variable, X1 , on the others increases. Finally, once the "best" likelihood function is found, a predictive function is estimated based on the data can be made: an estimate of the probabilities of X1 conditioned on all the other members of the set. Practical ways of calculating the predictive functions, and algorithms for doing so, is similar to well studied problems in Machine Learning and statistics and will not be considered here. The general framework for inference is nonetheless clear. This procedure is reminisent of the Chow---Liu algorithm [12] which is entirely pairwise. This approach can provide a method for generating predictive rules from large, multivariable data sets. We will develop this appraoch further in another article.
Generalizing the Möbius operators
The up---set and down---set operators, M and m, generate convolutions over paths from each element or subset to the "top" (full set) or to the "bottom" (empty set) respectively. The convolutions are therefore either "down", towards included subset elements, or "up" toward including subsets. The paths over which the sums of the product of function and Möbius function are taken to form the convolution are clear and are defined by the subset lattice for these two operators. No element is included more than once in the sum. Moreover, the sign of the Möbius function is the same across all elements at the same distance from the extreme elements. We can generalize the Möbius operators by defining the range of the convolution, the end elements of the paths, to be any pair of elements of the lattice.
Two elements are required the starting, or subject element, and an ending element.
We call such an ending element a reference element and associate it with an operator. Instead of the up---set operator, with the full set ν as its reference element, we could designate an arbitrary subset element like {1,2} as the reference and thereby define another operator. Consider a lattice of the full set ν, where η 
where we define the complement operator here as  F µ ≡XF µX . This expression can be shown to be equivalent to
One can be derived from the other. There are a number of other symmetries including the following: if ! µ is the complement of µ then
There are also symmetries among these operators that involve combinations of operators and lattice functions. A notable relationship that involves a subset and its complement is the following
which is true for any subsets µ and η and their complements. This expression is seen to describe the convolution over all subsets of the entire lattice, so the proof is trivial.
The full group structure of the general operator algebra is more complex than the group defined by the up---set and down---set operators as there are many more operators, defined by the full range of reference elements. Secondly, the Möbius function is generally not aligned with the reference elements as it is for the up---set and down---set operators, so this symmetry is broken. Remarkably, the symmetry of the subgroups determined by pairs of complementary subsets are nonetheless preserved, remaining isomorphic to S3 (seen to be true for the 3D, and 4D case by direct calculation, and it appears to be generally true, though we do not yet have a proof.) The relations between these pairs of functions on the lattice is described by the diagram in figure 6 . It appears that the sets of three functions, specific to a reference set η, with the operators that map one into the other exhibit the same overall symmetries reflected in the group S3. The pairs of operators identified with a subset and its complement are the key elements of the group. This is because this particular combination of operator and function defines a convolution over the entire set, ν. This identity therefore includes the specific up---set and down set relations, and is equal to the interaction information if f is the entropy function. Möbius inversions of functions on lattices, we define a set of operators on functions on subset inclusion lattices that map the functions into one another. We show here that they form a rather simple group, isomorphic to the symmetric group S3. A wide range of relationships among the set of functions on the lattice can be expressed simply in terms of this operator algebra formalism. When applied to the information---related measures they can express a wide range of relationships among various measures, providing a unified picture and allowing new ways to calculate one from the other using the subset lattice functions. Much is left to explore in the full range of implications of this system, including algorithms for prediction, and other practical matters for dealing with complex data sets. We are able to establish points of connection with other areas where lattices are useful. Since any distributive lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of sets ordered by inclusion, all the results presented here apply to any system of functions defined on a distributive lattice [13] , so this unification extends well beyond the information measure functions 1 . The relationships shown here unify, clarify, and can serve to guide the use of a range of measures in the development of the theoretical characterization of complexity, and in the algorithms and estimation methods needed for the computational analysis of multi---variable data. We have addressed the relationships between the interaction information, the deltas (conditional interaction information), and the underlying probability densities. We find that the deltas can be expressed as Möbius sums of conditional entropies, the multi---information is simply related by the operators to other information functions, and we made an initial connection to the maximum entropy method as well.
We also note that Knuth has proposed generalizations of the zeta and Möbius linked to interpretations in algebraic topology [13] it will also be interesting to explore the topological interpretation of the Möbius operators.
1 This is according to the theorems of Stone and Priestly. Distributive lattices are widespread and include the following: every Boolean algebra is a distributive lattice; the Lindebaum algebra of most logics that support conjunction and disjunction is a distributive lattice; every Heyting algebra is a distributive lattice, every totally ordered set is a distributive lattice with max as join and min as meet. The natural numbers also form a distributive lattice with the greatest common divisor as meet and the least common multiple as join (this infinite lattice, however, requires some extension of the equivalence proof.)
